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BRINGING THE REPUBLIC TO LIFE: 
TEACHING PLATO’S REPUBLIC TO FIRST YEAR STUDENTS  
Thom Brooks 
Abstract: I have taught Plato’s Republic for several years although seminars on this 
text can be difficult and pose certain challenges, most especially with first year 
students new to university: the ancient Greeks seem a long way from the technocratic 
society we live in today. More importantly, the complexity of our relationship to each 
other as citizens and to the state has grown increasingly since the ancient world as 
well. Students find this revered book full of unfamiliar names, arguments, and styles 
of presentation and immediately become a bit frustrated. In this article, I provide a 
thorough, concrete example of how I have attempted to overcome this problem in my 
work using the seminar format. I have learned some useful tips for tackling this text 
and hope this article might be useful to others grappling with the teaching of abstract 
concepts and texts, opening the door for students to engage with a new civic 
awareness. 
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I.  Introduction 
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I have taught Plato’s Republic for several years: it is easily my favourite text.1 
However, seminars on this text can be difficult and pose certain challenges, most 
especially with first year students new to university: the ancient Greeks seem a long 
way from the technocratic society we live in today. More importantly, the complexity 
of our relationship to each other as citizens and to the state has grown increasingly 
since the ancient world as well. Students find this revered book full of unfamiliar 
names, arguments, and styles of presentation and immediately become a bit frustrated. 
 In this article, I provide a thorough, concrete example of how I have attempted 
to overcome this problem in my work. My example is the seminar format in which I 
conduct weekly for a course on ancient and medieval philosophy. I will only focus 
here on my teaching of Plato’s Republic. I have learned some useful tips for tackling 
this text and hope this article might be useful to others grappling with the teaching of 
abstract concepts and texts, opening the door for students to engage with a new civic 
awareness. If critical thinking is essential to effective democratic citizenship, then 
Plato’s Republic may serve both an important pedagogical and democratic purpose.2 
 
II. The seminar 
I will now say a few words about how I conduct seminars before turning to learning 
and skills outcomes, as well as the question of how these outcomes were achieved. 
My seminars are held in a moderate seminar room in the Politics building. I 
have between ten to fifteen students in four seminars each week. Seminars last for 
fifty minutes. I normally prepare two page handouts for my seminars that provide 
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both important passages from Plato’s Republic I wanted to draw special attention to 
and various bullet-points listing some questions for each passage to foster discussion. 
This method of conducting seminars (i.e., providing a handout highlighting 
particularly important quotations along with a series of questions underneath each 
quotation) is how I normally conduct seminars in the history of political philosophy. 
Students get the most of the exercise if they have completed assigned readings. 
However, students who have either completed the readings but misplaced their copies 
of Plato’s Republic or students who were unable to complete the readings are still able 
to participate meaningfully in seminar discussion as everyone has the key passages set 
out in front of them.  
I see my role throughout as minimal. The seminar begins with a brief 
introduction to the material to be discussed and then I distribute handouts to students. 
I read aloud the first quotation and ask the first question. Students then volunteer to 
answer and discuss the questions with each other. In a larger group, I would have split 
students into groups of three or four at first for the first half of the seminar and then 
bring them together for the second half. I keep the discussion centred on the passages, 
but students self-maintain the discussion. I step in to clarify points of confusion and 
try to raise new questions when students seem to find consensus. 
It is also worth noting that this method has proved popular with students. In 
particular, students find this way of approaching seminars helps them to focus their 
attention on what to look for when preparing for essays and exams. That said, the 
quotations specified on hand out sheets each highlight one particular area I believe 
they should draw their attention to. The quotations are not enough on their own to 
substitute for the readings in any way. Students preparing for exams and writing 
essays will need to look beyond seminar sheets to pass. 
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At the end of the discussion, we (as a group) summarize the main substantive 
points discussed during the seminar. I would then hand out some study questions to 
help guide their reading for the following week. Study questions for each seminar are 
made available on the Internet. In addition, all of my seminar handouts were available 
as well. 
 
III. The literature 
These seminars are for first year students. It is often their first, if not second, 
philosophy class. It is crucial to get students interested, but much of the philosophical 
canon begins over two thousand years ago. How can this potential problem of 
irrelevance be best addressed? 
Thomas Bittner argues that the best way to get students interested in 
philosophy ‘is to engage them in controversies that they care about’.3 Bittner argues: 
 
When students are fighting for a position they believe in, they are better at 
following complicated lines of reasoning and more creative in inventing their 
own arguments and objections to their opponents’ views. This is important, 
because beginning students find many philosophical issues both difficult to 
understand and trivial.
4
 
 
In general, Bittner’s position seems compatible with the view that students will 
perform best when they take an interest in their studies.
5
 That is, if students can be 
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5
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motivated to debate with others in an authentic and meaningful way, then students 
will get far more out of their lessons. Additionally, they should be able to tackle more 
complex and involved argumentation, as well as perform at a higher standard. 
In getting students to engage, Bittner claims we should move away from any 
notion that philosophy is little more than someone’s mere ‘opinion’.6 Often people 
think any collection of personal views represents some kind of personal philosophy 
when this is not, in fact, the case. A philosophy has a certain coherence that opinions 
often lack. Furthermore, opinions are more akin to personal beliefs, whereas 
philosophical positions are ones defensible by use of reasoning.  
This movement away from opinions to philosophy is a space where 
disagreements often arise. For this reason, students should discover that ‘[i]t is 
permissible to disagree with other people’.7 We should find common ground where 
that exists, but not be afraid to bounce ideas off each other or let others know we are 
convinced by rival ideas. Disagreement is healthy. 
The ability for students to engage meaningfully and critically with each other 
serves a further important purpose, namely, it helps to foster democracy. In his 
Education in the Open Society, Richard Bailey argues that ‘[Karl] Popper’s 
epistemology makes it clear that knowledge grows through a process of conjectures 
and attempted refutations, so political knowledge should grow by the same process’.8 
Thus, Bailey claims that ‘dissent and disagreement’ are necessary for a healthy 
democracy: citizens should debate with one another the merits and demerits of 
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potential legislation, judicial verdicts, public policy decisions, and the like.
9
 These 
decisions will benefit by the active interest citizens take in them, an interest best 
developed in critical discussion with one another in the community. 
Perhaps interestingly, while Karl Popper (whose philosophy motivates Bailey) 
may have seen Plato as an enemy of democracy, this need not mean we should neglect 
Plato’s work and philosophical insights. In fact, as Popper has shown in his (highly 
controversial and much discredited) work,
10
 we have much to gain as democratic 
citizens from reading important work from influential philosophers who opposed 
democracy precisely because understanding how these arguments fail help us flesh 
out better arguments in defence of democracy.
11
 
Others note that education could be democratized, rather than simply helping 
students become better democrats. That is, some argue that traditional education has 
been authoritarian, that one person alone—often a teacher or lecturer—makes all 
decisions about the learning taking place within the lecture hall or seminar room. In 
contrast, we are urged to adopt more democratic forms of education where students 
have a say in how their learning takes place.
12
 
Furthermore, a final group of scholars worry about the content of democratic 
education. Thus, Keith Faulks argues against thinking about democratic citizenship as 
simply a relationship between oneself and the state, but a complex series of 
interrelationships between self and other both private and public, as well as political 
and non-political.
13
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Underlining each of these concerns, student participation is key. It must be 
said that some philosophers do disagree in important respects. For example, Brook 
Sadler argues that lectures ‘can be more valuable to teaching philosophy effectively’ 
and ‘even at the expense of student participation’.14 She claims: 
 
Without an appreciation of their history, philosophic problems can be too 
readily dismissed as superficial or irrelevant; without the appropriate skills to 
participate in philosophy, the discipline can seem impenetrable and its 
problems insuperable; without a sense of the relevance of philosophic puzzles 
and positions, the enterprise can appear as a pointless, even if amusing or 
challenging, exercise or clever game.
15
 
 
Sadler’s position is that students lack the ability to assess philosophical issues fairly 
without some structure and guidance from a knowledgeable lecturer. This guidance 
and added attention may often limit the time for student discussion.  
It is true that she believes some balance between lectures and seminars works 
best.
16
 However, she is an American writing about teaching philosophy in the U.S. 
where there is not a clear distinction between lectures and seminars as part of a single 
module. In the U.S., students attend weekly or bi-weekly meetings with a member of 
academic staff. This time is usually split fairly arbitrarily between lectures on new 
material and time for group discussion (if any time is reserved). In my own 
experience based on completing a B.A. and a M.A. in the U.S., not only was this 
division fairly arbitrary, but discussion was often limited further by other factors. 
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Large lecture halls are not conducive to effective small group discussion because the 
lecturer simply has too many groups to supervise in a class size of 100, 200 or more. 
The U.K./Irish model may well be the best way forward for teaching 
philosophy. Students get clear direction and guidance from regularly scheduled 
lectures where information is disseminated. They then have some opportunity to 
reflect on this material ahead of regularly scheduled seminars where they, not a 
member of academic staff, take the lead in group discussion.  
My task in seminars should, thus, be to first and foremost get students engaged 
in the material in such a way that they can meaningfully participate in discussion. 
Seminars are not about one person gives an opinion, followed by someone else’s 
opinion and so on. Instead, each person should be encouraged to argue for his or her 
position, giving reasons rather than simply asserting what each merely takes to be the 
case. In giving reasons, it will be my role to foster an environment where 
disagreements are not a sign of error, but possibly a light in the dark, showing 
students new possibilities. Dissent can be useful and not always negative. These steps 
all have the added benefit of not only producing better students and improving their 
enjoyment of the module as a whole, but helping to foster better citizens. There are 
benefits beyond learning outcomes for all involved. 
 
IV. Student learning outcomes 
My course has several intended knowledge outcomes. These outcomes are: 
 
 An appreciation of the general character of political thought during the 
Ancient and mediaeval periods. 
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 An understanding of the most important elements of the political thought of 
the five great thinkers studies in the module. 
 
 An awareness of how far political issues and political ideas are common to the 
human condition and how far these are historically conditioned. 
 
 An appreciation of the influence of historically distant political ideas upon 
modern political thinking. 
 
Let me take each point in turn. I attempt to help students understand the important 
elements of Plato’s political thought by highlighting these elements in reproducing 
key arguments and passages in Plato’s Republic. In addition, I provide a number of 
questions to help them engage critically with these important elements. My thought 
here was that critical engagement would help foster understanding, something verified 
not only in personal experience but in the literature highlighted above. For example, I 
might note a passage where Plato describes his utopia of a city-state ruled by 
philosopher-kings. I ask the students several questions, such as ‘Do you agree or 
disagree with Socrates?’ and ‘Socrates’ views here appear utopian … Is this a good or 
a bad thing?’ My purpose is to get them to think beyond thinking of the Republic as a 
story and get them engaging with its arguments, probing their own personal reactions 
to the text. 
I address the third learning outcome by specifically including a number of 
questions under each highlighted passage that forced students to consider how the 
kinds of arguments and claims we find in Plato might have relevance for their 
considerations of justice today. If he did have relevance, then his thought might be 
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considered as something having a life well beyond the ancient world. For example, I 
ask students what form of government does Plato most prefer. For much of the 
Republic Plato seems to endorse philosopher-kings and most give this answer. 
However, the question is a trick question. Plato nowhere says that philosopher-kings 
are the best form of government. Instead, in Book II of the Republic, we learn that the 
moderate city, one without kings, without an army, without surplus, and without 
anything but basic wants and needs is the true city.
17
 This question usually leads to an 
excellent discussion about the Republic as a whole, including the way it speaks (or 
does not speak) to us today while focussing the students’ attention on specific details 
in the text. Students benefit from reinforced close textual analysis with critical reading 
skills. 
Finally, in relation to the third learning outcome, I hope to offer students an 
appreciation of Plato’s ancient political ideas on modern political thinking by 
constantly making reference to different ways political philosophers have employed 
his ideas. I tried to relate these references to areas where students felt Plato either had 
or did not have important relevance for them. I am guided here by student reactions to 
the text, rather than trying to fit students into certain boxes. How it is relevant, if at 
all, is for them to share. This discussion often works well too. 
 
V.  Student skills outcomes 
In addition, my course has three intended skills outcomes. These outcomes are: 
 To master and interpret complex texts 
 To reason systematically 
 To think critically 
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Let me take each in turn, briefly. First, I try to help students master and interpret 
complex texts by focussing their attention on a complex text, Plato’s Republic, and 
specific passages within it. For example, in one seminar, I identify six different 
passages from Books IV through X and its famous final paragraph. I ask specific 
questions about what is happening in each instance and try to get students to 
understand what motivates the arguments in each instance as well. 
Second, students are encouraged to reason systematically. Instead of offering 
mere opinions based on their immediate reactions, each is asked to offer claims in 
favour of various views. When students disagree or dissent, then discussion turns to 
why there is disagreement and whether it is capable of resolution. Throughout, 
emphasis is placed on the use of reasons as evidence in support of various positions. 
Finally, students are encouraged likewise to think critically. Not only are they 
helped to identify and appreciate the various arguments Plato employed for different 
claims, but students are then pushed to consider the plausibility and acceptability of 
Plato’s arguments.  
 
VI. Evidence for achievement of learning outcomes 
It is clear these objectives have been achieved in my teaching. Evidence that students 
were gaining an appreciation of Plato’s Republic took many forms. For one thing, 
every student in the seminar had a copy of the Republic in their possession at 
seminars. Every student participated in each seminar. Several students helped flesh 
out arguments on the whiteboard. Plato’s Republic was later the most popular subject 
for essays and exams competing against other popular texts studied in the course, such 
as Aristotle’s Politics, Augustine’s The City of God, Machiavelli’s The Prince, and 
others. 
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 There was clear evidence that students gained a greater understanding of Plato 
as well. The exam results were generally noticeably higher than for other Politics 
modules. Most of these marks were on Plato’s Republic. In addition, several students 
have come to me to say how much they particularly enjoyed learning about Plato from 
seminar. One student stopped by my office recently—a third year student—to say she 
was re-reading Plato’s Republic over the summer and was interested in what else she 
could read written by him. The strong feedback, the number of essays and exams, the 
high standards of marks, and the active class participation all are strongly indicative 
of the fact that students did gain a greater understanding of the most important 
elements of Plato’s political philosophy. 
 In addition, the standard of marks and the quality of seminar discussion were 
themselves indicative that the final learning outcome was achieved: students were 
successful in interpreting a complex and controversial text, reason systematically, and 
reflect critically upon it. 
 Students did gain an appreciation of ancient political philosophy, at least 
Plato’s, in seminar. This appreciation is apparent in the standard of marks and quality 
of seminar discussion as well. Again, every student participated in each seminar. This 
appreciation fed into an understanding of the most important elements of Plato’s 
political philosophy. 
 Important passages were related to their lived experiences and perceptions of 
justice. Indeed, this personal engagement and generally more so-called ‘personal 
touch’ was particularly effective in getting students to participate. Participation was 
not a problem at all. Moreover, many students were able to clearly see that much of 
what Plato has to say speaks to them from beyond ancient Athens. His ideas have a 
life (and plausibility) of their own we can appreciate thousands of years later, thus, 
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students were also able to clearly recognize and appreciate the influence of his ideas 
on how we think about justice today. Again, the high quality of marks and discussion, 
as well as the amount of positive feedback during and after the course, are indicative 
of these conditions being met in this seminar learning activity and others too. 
It is worth mentioning that the fact learning outcomes were achieved in this 
learning activity is clearly recognized by my observer as well. She notes in her report 
that my session was well prepared and accessible, ‘engaging and enthusiastic’, as well 
as ‘[e]xtremely effective AND motivating’. She says: 
 
The learning outcomes were definitely achieved. In 16 years of Higher 
Education … this was clearly one of the best taught sessions I have witnessed. 
Dr Brooks is an outstanding lecturer and possesses excellent teaching skills. 
The rather dry and structured nature of these forms doesn’t quite allow me to 
capture the spirit of his enthusiasm and the intellectual vibrancy of the class.
18
 
 
I take these comments as indicative that not only did I believe the seminar a great 
success, but this was also the position of my experienced observer. In addition, the 
seminar attracted very high marks from students in the seminar. I am one of the most 
popular lecturers in Politics according to student evaluations. 
 
VII. Citizenship 
There is more to education than even the satisfaction of learning outcomes. This is no 
more true than with the teaching of Plato’s Republic to first year university students. 
When they leave the seminar and move on with their lives post-studies, of course, the 
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students will hopefully take with them a new found respect for philosophy and the 
great insights of ancient Greek philosophers, such as Plato. However, effective 
teaching of this text does not merely help produce high achieving and satisfied 
students, but it also best helps enable students to become more effective citizens. 
 Plato is very clear that it is almost ‘shameful’ to simply adopt whatever 
conception of ‘justice imposed by others’ we happen to live.19 For justice to become 
realized best in our community, it is important that all of us can recognize what justice 
demands and, most importantly, recognize it as our own. If there is any feature that 
characterizes the Republic, it is its extensive use of dialogue between Socrates and 
other protagonists. Socrates never merely states what he thinks is the final answer to 
any question, only to move on to another conversation. Instead, he everywhere 
engages with those in his company pushing them with insightful questions from a 
variety of different perspectives to fully consider their own answers to questions of 
justice, citizenship, and the state.  
To this end, students benefit as citizens in training, as it were: they learn that 
disagreement is not always to be feared and avoided, but to be confronted and 
engaged with. The development of a student’s capacity in critical thinking through a 
respect for difference is clearly crucial for, in turn, the development of effective civic 
responsibility.
20
 
 The reader can almost see learning taking place in front of her. It is for this 
reason often quite useful to assign different parts—such as the lines of Socrates, 
Glaucon, and Adeimantus—to different students and ask them to read their respective 
lines aloud. Before turning the seminar’s attention to the merits and demerits of a 
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particular piece of dialogue, I often find it useful to first ask, for example, a student 
reading Glaucon’s lines if he would ask the same questions as Glaucon asks Socrates 
in the Republic. This creative imagination whereby the student becomes actively 
involved in the arguments and happenings of the Republic, again, help bring this 
ancient text to life. It is no longer a text a student must grapple with simple to pass 
and move onto the next lecture, but a text that speaks to her and helps her gain a new 
perspective on her own views of justice, citizenship, and relations with others in her 
political community.  
Moreover, the richness of this work of this work transcends the so-called 
‘modernist’ views of citizenship whereby citizenship is limited to merely a 
relationship between the citizen and the political state.
21
 All matters of duties and 
obligations to each other both political and non-political arise in any number of cases, 
making Plato’s Republic an ideal text with which to help foster democratic 
citizenship. Indeed, I agree with Faulks when he argues that: ‘It is crucial therefore 
that citizens possess the appropriate knowledge, skills and attitudes to exercise their 
rights and responsibilities effectively … [in] active, informed participation’.22 My 
argument is that the successful teaching of Plato’s Republic is a concrete example of 
how we might realize such an important project. 
 Finally, it is important that students become involved with the exchange of 
different voices representing different perspectives on justice and citizenship. Plato 
reminds us that we ought never educate ‘by force’, but instead rely on persuasion.23 
Our goal must always remain to instil in our students the respect for difference and 
compassionate, yet critical, engagement with the ideas of others that appear in 
contrast to our own. Citizens often reasonably disagree on matters of civic 
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importance. It is important that students become trained in the ability to respect and 
engage with difference for both their own benefit, as well as for the benefit of the 
political community. 
 
VIII. Conclusion 
The teaching of Plato’s Republic can breed great success. In my own work, it clearly 
achieved the learning outcomes and skills objectives. Students were clearly engaged 
in seminar and everyone participated at least once if not more. Disagreements were 
seen as a healthy and natural by-product of critical engagement in the exchange of 
ideas. The result was a highly popular course, excellent student survey returns, 
generally high marks, and much positive feedback. 
 My observer in this learning activity found I had nothing to work on to 
improve. I agree, at least in part. I take it that my goal in future is to continue my good 
work by seeking new ways to keep students engaged in a meaningful way with the 
material. If this can be achieved successfully, their learning may be best facilitated, 
their satisfaction with the course best secured, and—if the research discussed in the 
literature highlighted above is correct—we will all gain the added benefit of better 
citizens. 
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